Bladder neck evaluation by perineal ultrasound before and after reconstructive surgery for pelvic organ prolapse.
To study the correlation between stress urinary incontinence (SUI) and the mobility and funneling of the bladder neck (BN) by observation of pre- and postoperative course by perineal ultrasound (PUS). We investigated 123 cases that underwent reconstructive surgery for pelvic organ prolapse (POP). We prospectively checked bladder neck mobility (BNM) during the Valsalva maneuver and funneling of the BN at rest by PUS. We defined the width multiplied by the depth of the funnel-like profile of the BN as the funneling index (FI). We checked BNM, FI, and the presence of SUI just before the operation, and we checked the postoperative course of BNM and SUI. When BNM was ≥10 mm before surgery, the odds ratio for accompanying SUI was 2.68 relative to BNM <10 mm (p = 0.031). When FI was ≥150 before surgery, the odds ratio for accompanying SUI was 4.12 relative to FI <150 (p = 0.004). Although postoperative BNM values were significantly improved immediately after surgery, they gradually increased within 2 years. Among the cases with preoperative SUI, the recurrence rate was significantly higher in the patients whose FI was <150 (p = 0.019). Our results yielded by PUS suggested that larger BNM and FI values were the causative factors of SUI. PUS may be beneficial for selecting a suitable surgical procedure for POP, and it may also be helpful for assessing surgical efficacy.